TWO OFFICER TEAM TACTICS Course Description
2 days (16 hr) TCOLE #3342 (Tactical Firearms Training) $350 per person

October 20-21 at Tac Pro Shooting Center 0800-1700 each day
Instructors: Bill Davison, Mike Moore
The purpose of this course is to teach the student proper techniques and
principles for fighting alongside another officer. This course will benefit both the
patrol officer as well as a member of a tactical team; the key principles are the
same regardless of whether you wear a Blue Uniform and a IIIA vest or Multicam
and a plate carrier. Rule #1 in a gunfight is to have a gun and know how to use it.
Rule #2 is to bring friends with guns. The purpose of this course is to maximize
the effectiveness of a two-officer team. If we are fighting as (2) single officers we
will not be nearly as efficient or safe. The principles and techniques taught in this
course will allow the student to operate both inside structures and in a rural
setting. Tac Pro Shooting Center is unique in the fact that we have the ability to
build up a live fire shoot house on a closed bay and have 180 degree shooting
capability, and operate on a remote portion of the nearly 600-acre facility
engaging steel knock down targets while maneuvering down a road or path
surrounded on both sides by dense brush.

Day One will begin in the classroom with an equipment inspection followed by a
brief question and answer session between the instructors and students as to the
student’s goals for the course. Topics covered on Day One include: safety,
fundamentals of shooting (quick overview), fighting alone versus fighting with a
partner. Students will spend the majority of the day on the square range learning
to shoot with another person in physical contact with them. Most shooters want
to build their “bubble” and shoot from their spot but the reality of a gunfight is
that you will most likely be pressed against your partner so you can both get
sights on target or make maximum use of cover. Many times, the fight will occur
in a confined space such as a hallway, or cluttered room with minimal maneuver

room available. Shooters will learn how to safely displace their partner and
occupy their space and the responsibilities of both shooters once this happens.
We will learn to safely work around non-threats to maneuver into a position that
offers a good shooting angle to the threat. Many other drills will be used to build
the trust needed for 2 officers to effectively fight and communicate with each
other as a team.

Day Two will begin in the classroom with a review of the drills performed on day
one and any questions will be answered or topics covered in greater detail as
needed. After a quick warmup on the square range the shooters will move to a
live fire shoot house and work on two officer room entry techniques. Shooters
will learn how to safely take a room either dynamically or by conducting a slow
clear with their partner. The class will work on left hand feed, right hand feed and
center feed rooms and address hallways and T-intersections. The morning will
culminate with live fire drills on the above tactical problems.
After lunch, the students will move to the “Jungle Run” and the principles and
techniques covered thus far will be put to use while performing tactical
operations in a rural environment. There are no berms or “Safe Down Range” in a
gunfight usually. The world is what it is, and as officers we must be able to
effectively fight in 360 degrees. When working with a partner situational
awareness is even more critical than when fighting/shooting as an individual.
Students will get several runs down various lanes as a culmination of this course.
This course will primarily focus more on the tactics than the weapons platform
being utilized. Many of the drills will be performed with handguns only but some
of the drills will allow the incorporation of long guns if the student chooses to
bring a patrol shotgun, patrol carbine or submachine gun

Equipment: Duty type handgun with duty/tactical belt with holster, capability to
carry at least (2) additional handgun magazines. A minimum of (3) pistol mags/(5)
mags if a single stack are required but the more magazines the better. Duty long

gun (carbine, shotgun, SMG) with a sling and a way to carry at least (2) additional
magazines/extra shotgun ammunition. Eye and Ear protection. Train like you
fight so whatever your normal load out is at your job will be acceptable for this
course. Students may add or subtract gear as desired during the training.
Ammunition: 1200 rnds pistol (ball is fine) and 200 long gun (ball for rifle, bird or
buck for shotgun.) If bringing a long gun then 1000 rnds pistol will be plenty.
Please come prepared, if you have a new untested weapons/gear this will slow
the class down.
Wear appropriate clothing and footwear designed to protect the shooter while
shooting from various positions as well as travelling overland through tall grass
and some brush.
Note: Even though there is no prerequisite for this course, students will be
expected to know how to load, unload, and clear stoppages with the weapon
system(s) they bring. This is not a basic shooting course; much of the time will be
spent teaching/learning the dynamics of shooting/fighting with a partner in
physical contact with the shooter. A good understanding/mastery of the
fundamentals of marksmanship is considered a prerequisite.

Additional information/contact information:
Tac Pro Shooting Center
35100 North State Highway 108
Mingus, Texas 76463-6405
Tel: 254.968.3112
Fax 254.968.5857
michelle@tacproshootingcenter.com
Michael.moore@fortworthtexas.gov

